
1.3. Unordered SumsOn the ontents of the leture. Our summation theory ulminates in theSum Partition Theorem. This leture will ontribute towards evaluation of theEuler series in two ways: we prove its onvergene, and even estimate its sum by 2.On the other hand, we will realize that evaluation of the Euler series with Euler'sauray (10�18) seems to be beyond a human being's strength.Consider a family faigi2I of nonnegative numbers indexed by elements of anarbitrary set I . An important speial ase of I is the set of pairs of natural numbersN � N. Families indexed by N � N are alled double series. They arise when onemultiplies one series by another one.Any sum of the typePi2K ai, where K is a �nite subset of I is alled a subsumof faigi2I over K.Definition. The least number majorizing all subsums of faigi2I over �nitesubsets is alled its (ultimate) sum and denoted by Pi2I aiThe One-for-All and All-for-One priniples for non-ordered sums are obtainedfrom the orresponding priniples for ordered sums by replaing \partial sums" by\�nite subsums".Commutativity. In ase I = N we have a de�nition whih apparently is new.But fortunately this de�nition is equivalent to the old one. Indeed, as any �nitesubsum of positive series does not exeed its ultimate (ordered) sum, the non-ordered sum also does not exeed it. On the other hand, any partial sum of theseries is a �nite subsum. This implies the opposite inequality. Therefore we haveestablished the equality. 1Xk=1 ak =Xk2N akThis means that positive series obey the Commutativity Law. Beause the non-ordered sum obviously does not depend on the order of summands.Partitions. A family of subsets fIkgk2K of a set I is alled a partition of Iand is written Fk2K Ik if I = Sk2K Ik and Ik \ Ij = ? for all k 6= j.Theorem 1.3.1 (Sum Partition Theorem). For any partition I = Fj2J Ij ofthe indexing set and any family faigi2I of nonnegative numbers,(1.3.1) Xi2I ai =Xj2JXi2Ij ai:Iverson notation. We will apply the following notation: a statement inludedinto [ ℄ takes value 1, if the statement is true, and 0, if it is false. Prove the followingsimple lemmas to adjust to this notation. In both lemmas one has K � I .Lemma 1.3.2. Pi2K ai =Pi2I ai[i 2 K℄.In partiular, for K = I , Lemma 1.3.2 turns intoLemma 1.3.3. Pi2I ai =Pi2I ai[i 2 I ℄.Lemma 1.3.4. Pk2K [i 2 Ik ℄ = [i 2 IK ℄ for all i 2 I i� IK = Fk2K Ik.13



14 1.3 unordered sumsProof of Sum Partition Theorem. At �rst we prove the following SumTransposition formula for �nite J ,(1.3.2) Xi2IXj2J aij =Xj2JXi2I aij :Indeed, if J ontains just two elements, this formula turns into the Termwise Ad-dition formula. The proof of this formula is the same as for series. Suppose theformula is proved for any set whih ontains fewer elements than J does. Deom-pose J into a union of two nonempty subsets J1tJ2. Then applying only TermwiseAddition and Lemmas 1.3.2, 1.3.3, 1.3.4, we getXi2IXj2J aij =Xi2IXj2J aij [j 2 J ℄=Xi2IXj2J(aij [j 2 J1℄ + aij [j 2 J2℄)=Xi2IXj2J aij [j 2 J1℄ +Xi2IXj2J aij [j 2 J2℄=Xi2I Xj2J1 aij +Xi2I Xj2J2 aij :But the last two sums an be transposed by the indution hypothesis. After suha transposition one getsXj2J1Xi2I aij +Xj2J2Xi2I aij =Xj2J [j 2 J1℄Xi2I aij +Xj2J [j 2 J2℄Xi2I aij=Xj2J([j 2 J1℄ + [j 2 J2℄)Xi2I aij=Xj2J [j 2 J ℄Xi2I aij=Xj2JXi2I aijand the Sum Transposition formula for �nite J is proved. Consider the general ase.To prove � in (1.3.2), onsider a �nite K � I . By the �nite Sum Transpositionformula the subsum Pi2KPj2J aij is equal to Pj2JPi2K aij . But this sum istermwise majorized by the right-hand side sum in (1.3.2). Therefore the left-handside does not exeed the right-hand side by All-for-One priniple.To derive the Sum Partition Theorem from the Sum Transposition formula,pose aij = ai[i 2 Ij ℄. Then ai = Pj2J aij and (1.3.1) turns into (1.3.2). Thisompletes the proof of the Sum Partition Theorem.Bloking. For a given a seriesP1k=0 ak and an inreasing sequene of naturalnumbers fnkg1k=0 starting with n0 = 0 one de�nes a new series P1k=0 Ak by therule Ak =Pnk+1�1i=nk ai. The series P1k=0 Ak is alled bloking of P1k=0 ak by fnkg.The Sum Partition Theorem implies that the sums of bloked and unblokedseries oinide. Bloking formalizes putting of brakets. Therefore the Sum Parti-tion Theorem implies the Sequential Assoiativity Law : Plaing brakets does nothange the sum of series.



1.3 unordered sums 15Estimation of the Euler series. Let us ompare the Euler series with theseries P1k=0 12k , bloked by f2ng to P1k=1 ak. The sum P2n+1�1k=2n 1k2 onsists of 2nsummands, all of whih are less then the �rst one, whih is 122n . As 2n 122n = 12n , itfollows that an � 12n for eah n. Summing these inequalities, one getsP1k=1 ak � 2.Now let us estimate how many terms of Euler's series one needs to take intoaount to �nd its sum up to the eighteenth digit. To do this, we need to estimateits tail. The arguments above give P1k=2n 1k2 � 12n�1 . To obtain a lower estimate,let us remark that all terms of sum P2n+1�1k=2n 1k2 exeed 122(n+1) . As the numberof summands is 2n, one gets an � 14�2n . Hene P1k=2n 1k2 � 12n+1 . Sine 210 =1024 ' 103, one gets 260 ' 1018. So, to provide an auray of 10�18 one needsto sum approximately 1018 terms. This task is inaessible even for a modernomputer. How did Euler manage to do this? He invented a summation formula(Euler-MaLaurin formula) and transformed this slowly onvergent series into non-positive divergent (!) one, whose partial sum ontaining as few as ten terms gaveeighteen digit auray. The whole alulation took him an evening. To introduethis formula, one needs to know integrals and derivatives. We will do this later.Problems.1. Find P1k=1 1(2k)2 and P1k=1 1(2k�1)2 , assuming P1k=1 1k2 = �2=6.2. Prove the onvergene of P1k=1 1kpk .3. Estimate how many terms of the series P1n=1 1n3 are neessary for alulationof its sum with preision 10�3.4. Estimate the value of P1k=1 12k 1k .5. Prove the equality P1k=0 akP1k=0 bk =Pj;k2N ajbk.6. Estimate how many terms of the Harmoni series give the sum surpassing 1000.7. Prove the Dirihlet formula Pnk=1Pki=1 aki =Pni=1Pnk=i aki.8. Evaluate Pi;j2N 12i3j .9. Evaluate Pi;j2N i+j2i3j .10. Represent an unordered sum Pi+j<n aij as a double sum.11. Evaluate Pi;j2N ij2i3j .12. Change the summation order in P1i=0P2ij=0 aij .13. De�ne by Iverson notation the following funtions:� [x℄ (integral part),� jxj (module),� sgnx (signum),� n! (fatorial).14. De�ne only by formulas the expression [p is prime℄.


